Ruby master - Bug #11886
Font name typo in Tk library and samples
12/27/2015 09:11 AM - matsuda (Akira Matsuda)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: nagai (Hidetoshi Nagai)
Target version:
ruby -v:
ruby 2.4.0dev (2015-12-27 trunk 53328) [x86_64-darwin14]
Backport:
2.1: DONE, 2.2: DONE, 2.3: DONE

Description
There are some occurrences of "Helvetia 12 bold". Shouldn't this be "Helvetica"?

Associated revisions
Revision fea05956 - 03/07/2016 03:15 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)

- ext/tk/lib/tk/menubar.rb: fix a typo in font name. [ruby-core:72505] [Bug #11886] The patch provided by Akira Matsuda.
- ext/tk/sample/*:rb: ditto.

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/trunk@54018 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 54018 - 03/07/2016 03:15 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)

- ext/tk/lib/tk/menubar.rb: fix a typo in font name. [ruby-core:72505] [Bug #11886] The patch provided by Akira Matsuda.
- ext/tk/sample/*:rb: ditto.

Revision 54018 - 03/07/2016 03:15 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)

- ext/tk/lib/tk/menubar.rb: fix a typo in font name. [ruby-core:72505] [Bug #11886] The patch provided by Akira Matsuda.
- ext/tk/sample/*:rb: ditto.

Revision 54018 - 03/07/2016 03:15 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)

- ext/tk/lib/tk/menubar.rb: fix a typo in font name. [ruby-core:72505] [Bug #11886] The patch provided by Akira Matsuda.
- ext/tk/sample/*:rb: ditto.
- ext/tk/lib/tk/menubar.rb: fix a typo in font name. [ruby-core:72505] [Bug #11886] The patch provided by Akira Matsuda.

- ext/tk/sample/*.rb: ditto.

Revision ba94b8ce - 03/25/2016 09:32 AM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
merge revision(s) 54018: [Backport #11886]

* ext/tk/lib/tk/menubar.rb: fix a typo in font name. [ruby-core:72505] [Bug #11886] The patch provided by Akira Matsuda.
* ext/tk/sample/*.rb: ditto.

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/branches/ruby_2_1@54278 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 54278 - 03/25/2016 09:32 AM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
merge revision(s) 54018: [Backport #11886]

* ext/tk/lib/tk/menubar.rb: fix a typo in font name. [ruby-core:72505] [Bug #11886] The patch provided by Akira Matsuda.
* ext/tk/sample/*.rb: ditto.

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/branches/ruby_2_2@54317 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 54317 - 03/28/2016 02:56 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
merge revision(s) 54018: [Backport #11886]

* ext/tk/lib/tk/menubar.rb: fix a typo in font name. [ruby-core:72505] [Bug #11886] The patch provided by Akira Matsuda.
* ext/tk/sample/*.rb: ditto.

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/branches/ruby_2_3@54365 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 246ffa87 - 03/29/2016 06:04 AM - naruse (Yui NARUSE)
merge revision(s) 54018: [Backport #11886]

* ext/tk/lib/tk/menubar.rb: fix a typo in font name. [ruby-core:72505] [Bug #11886] The patch provided by Akira Matsuda.
* ext/tk/sample/*.rb: ditto.

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/branches/ruby_2_4@54416 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 54365 - 03/29/2016 06:04 AM - naruse (Yui NARUSE)
merge revision(s) 54018: [Backport #11886]

* ext/tk/lib/tk/menubar.rb: fix a typo in font name. [ruby-core:72505] [Bug #11886] The patch provided by Akira Matsuda.
* ext/tk/sample/*.rb: ditto.

History
#1 - 12/27/2015 09:12 AM - matsuda (Akira Matsuda)
- File bug_11886.patch added

05/10/2020
Attached a patch.

#2 - 03/07/2016 03:16 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
- Status changed from Open to Closed

Applied in changeset r54018.

- ext/tk/lib/tk/menubar.rb: fix a typo in font name. [ruby-core:72505]
  [Bug #11886] The patch provided by Akira Matsuda.
- ext/tk/sample/*.rb: ditto.

#3 - 03/24/2016 07:20 AM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
- Backport changed from 2.0.0: UNKNOWN, 2.1: UNKNOWN, 2.2: UNKNOWN, 2.3: UNKNOWN to 2.1: REQUIRED, 2.2: REQUIRED, 2.3: REQUIRED

#4 - 03/25/2016 09:32 AM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
- Backport changed from 2.1: REQUIRED, 2.2: REQUIRED, 2.3: REQUIRED to 2.1: DONE, 2.2: REQUIRED, 2.3: REQUIRED

ruby_2_1 r54278 merged revision(s) 54018.

#5 - 03/28/2016 02:57 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
- Backport changed from 2.1: DONE, 2.2: REQUIRED, 2.3: REQUIRED to 2.1: DONE, 2.2: DONE, 2.3: REQUIRED

Backported into ruby_2_2 branch at r54317.

#6 - 03/29/2016 06:06 AM - naruse (Yui NARUSE)
- Backport changed from 2.1: DONE, 2.2: DONE, 2.3: REQUIRED to 2.1: DONE, 2.2: DONE, 2.3: DONE

ruby_2_3 r54365 merged revision(s) 54018.
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